How to play booklet

Game set up
All the players start with 10 coins and 3
mining cards.
Each player picks a character and a pawn
color. Find the start-map and place all the
pawns on it, then add 3 more maps anywhere
on the table. (read title board page 6)
Pick a game objective card, read it out loud,
and place it face up on the table.
(read cards page 4)

Roll the movement dice. The player with the
highest number shall go first, and grab the
first player token. Others take a turn in a
clockwise direction from the first player.
A round ends when all players have taken
their turns.
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Player sequence
To start the game, the first player picks an
event card, read it out loud, and discard it
at the end of the round.
Every new round, move the first player token
to the player on the left, and he/she picks up
a new event card.
During a turn, the player rolls both dices at
the same time and always play the movement
action first. (read action dice page 8)

How to win
Once the game objective conditions are
fulfilled all players finish their turn in the
round and the game ends.
The player that completed his/her player
objective, with the most coins win.
Players that did not complete their player’s
objective automatically lose.
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Cards
game objective
Together all the players
must finish this objective
to end the game.
(1 objective per game, 10 cards total)

Player objective
Players must finish his/her
objective before the game
ends. player(s) that did not
finish, lose(s).
(1 objective per game, 20 cards total)

Event
Every start of a new round,
the new first player picks
up an event card, follow its
direction, and discard it at
the end of the round.
(24 cards total)
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Mining cards
You can craft the mining
cards into jewelry anytime
during your turn. The cards
are discarded after crafting.
Reshuffle the cards if they
run out.
At the end of the game:
3 mining cards worth 1 coin.

Jewelry cards
A Jewelry set contains:
• A bracelet
• A necklace
• A Ring
Once a player placed a jewelry
set face up on the table, no
one can trade or take it.
At the end of the game:
-Each set is worth 10 coins.
-Jewelry cards are worth 1
coin each.
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Title board
Start -map
Place all the pawns at
start location on the
start-map. Choose one side
to start a game.
Map
When placing the map on
the gaming table, all half
circles need to connect into
a full circle. Pawns cannot
stand on half circle places.
When a player steps on
an extra action, play it
immediately.
Gain +1 coin each time a
player lands on the coin
icon.
To obtain the treasure,
land on the colored circle.
Then, put an X token on the
treasure chest.
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Tokens/Dices
Coin
Currency in the game.
Chest
- Gain one when you gain the
treasure chest on the map.
- Gain the reward as seen on the map.
X token
Place it on the treasure chest, when
1 player has acquired the chest.
wooden cube
Use it to count the number of times
you have finish something from
player’s objective if needed.
movement dice
Use for fight and movement actions
Note: You can only roll 1 time.
action dice
Determine the action for the turn.
First player token
Move this token to the player on the
left every new round
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Action dice
Movement - Roll the movement
dice and must move that amount
on the map.
Fight - Choose a player and battle
them using the movement dice.
Your dice number will always
be +1. The player with higher dice
number wins.
Ex: you roll 3 (+1) = 4
the chosen player rolls 3 it stays 3
The winner chose one option:
- Take 3 coins or a chosen mining
card from the loser.
Tie = nothing happens
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EXTRA ACTION: if a player moves on
the same spot with another player
on the map, they automatically
start the fight action. The player
that starts the fight always gets +1
from the dice number.

Mining - A player picks up 3 mining
cards, kept one and discards 2.
(Reshuffle when no cards remain)
Map - The player chooses one title
board and places it anywhere on
the gaming table. The edges of the
title must connect into a circle.
- Pawns cannot stand on half
circle spots.
Force trade - Forcefully choose a
player of your choice, ask if they
have a specific mining or jewelry
card then take it from them.
- If he/she does not have the card
you requested, both player trade a
chosen card from each other.
Your choice - Only allowed to do
one of the followings:
1) Choose the remaining actions
instead of rolling the dice
2) Use 5 coins to buy a random
jewelry card.
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